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Introduction

(This introduction is not part of IEEE Std C37.95-2002, IEEE Guide for Protective Relaying of Utility-Consumer Inter-
connections.)

This guide is intended to assist engineers in the application of protective relays at the interface between the
utility and consumer systems, where there is transformation between the utility�s supply voltage and the con-
sumer�s utilization voltage. As a practical matter, this guide applies principally to larger commercial and
industrial supply facilities, since it deals primarily with systems above 600 volts. It is a revision of
IEEE Std C37.95�-1989, IEEE Guide for the Protective Relaying of Utility-Consumer Interconnections.
This guide has been updated to reflect current practices, advances in technology, and the impact of non-util-
ity generation on the utility-consumer interconnection.
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IEEE Guide for Protective Relaying of 
Utility-Consumer Interconnections

1. Overview

The point at which the equipment used to provide electrical service to a consumer changes ownership is usu-
ally referred to as the interconnection. However, it is important to remember that the physical laws of nature,
which govern the behavior of electric power systems, apply across ownership boundaries. For a well-engi-
neered interconnection, therefore, the electric power system protection should be studied and analyzed
critically without regard to ownership.

From the viewpoint of service reliability and service continuity, it is emphasized that the best-conceived and
best-implemented protective relaying system is no substitute for an adequately designed power system. Sim-
ilarly, inadequately applied protective relaying will contribute to unsatisfactory performance of an otherwise
well-designed power system. In considering a new installation, or changes to an existing arrangement, it is
very important that protective relaying and safety be given careful attention in the early stages of planning.

1.1 Scope

This guide contains information on a number of different protective relaying practices for the utility-consumer
interconnection. It is intended to cover applications involving service to a consumer that normally requires a
transformation between the utility�s supply voltage and the consumer�s utilization voltage. Interconnections
supplied at the utilization voltage are not covered.

This guide is not intended to supplant specific utility or consumer practices, procedures, requirements, or
any contractual agreement between the utility and the consumer. The examples in Clause 7 are used for illus-
trative purposes only and do not necessarily represent the preferred protection under all conditions.

This guide addresses consumers, with or without generation, that are connected to utility subtransmission or
transmission circuits. The specific control schemes associated with generation are not addressed. It is not
intended to apply necessarily to consumer generation connected to utility distribution circuits.

1.2 Purpose

The primary purpose of this guide is to help those who are responsible for the application of protective relay-
ing for the electrical interconnection between utility and consumer systems. It is anticipated that
representatives of the utility, the consumer, and their consultants who are responsible for the specification,
design, and operation of the interconnection will use this guide. Recognizing the diverse audience being
Copyright © 2003 IEEE. All rights reserved. 1
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addressed, background information is included in a bibliography to direct the reader to more complete treat-
ment of the material.

2. References

This guide shall be used in conjunction with the following publications. When the following publications are
superseded by an approved revision, the revision shall apply.

IEEE Std C37.2TM-1996 (Reaff 2001), IEEE Standard Electrical Power System Device Function Numbers
and Contact Designations.1,2

IEEE Std 315TM-1975 (Reaff 1993), IEEE Standard Graphic Symbols for Electrical and Electronics
Diagrams.

3. Establishing consumer service requirements and supply methods

3.1 Interconnection

The utility-consumer interconnection provides the path for power flow between supplier (utility) and user
(consumer). The interconnection may comprise one or more circuits and is assumed to include voltage trans-
formation. For the purposes of this guide, the interconnection extends from the nearest source-side
protective device used for switching on the transformer high-voltage side to the transformer low-side bus
and switching devices.

3.2 General design approach

The supply that is selected should satisfy the consumer�s load requirements. Available utility supply options
in the area as well as the utility�s design standards and operation and maintenance practices should also be
considered.

3.2.1 Consumer’s load requirements

Prior to meeting with utility personnel, the consumer should define the present and future load requirements,
including the connected kVA, the average load, and peak demand power requirements (both real and reac-
tive). The effect of interruptions and voltage dips on plant operation, the required dependability and security
of the utility�s electrical service, and any other needs that may be unique to the operation should be deter-
mined. The consumer�s engineer should be prepared to discuss these requirements in detail with utility
engineers to ensure that there is a clear understanding of the consumer�s requirements.

3.2.2 Utility service availability

The utility should describe the supply voltages available in the area and estimate the initial and total costs of
the various alternatives. Most utilities establish nominal limits on the load that can be supplied at different
voltage levels. The number of utility supply lines available and the performance level of each line should be
discussed in detail. In addition, the utility should inform the consumer of any required studies, unusual

1The IEEE standards or products referred to in this clause are trademarks of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
2IEEE publications are available from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331, Piscataway,
NJ 08855-1331, USA (http://standards.ieee.org/).
2 Copyright © 2003 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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problems, or future plans that may affect the quality or continuity of service. Some utilities publish standard
information booklets detailing the requirements for service.

When the consumer has identified critical power requirements, the utility engineer should investigate these
requirements and be certain that both parties have a clear understanding of the effect of interruptions and
voltage dips. The utility may then be able to suggest a supply system that will meet these requirements, or
suggest plant control changes to make the operation more successful.

3.3 Information exchange

Once the supply method is established, a further exchange of information is required so that the station
design can be completed and the utility can make the necessary preparations to supply the service. By estab-
lishing good communication between the utility and the consumer as early as possible, specific requirements
for either a new or modified supply can be identified and included in the initial design before equipment is
ordered.

3.3.1 Typical information furnished by utility

a) Available utility short-circuit current, including values for normal and alternate supply facilities, as
well as any anticipated future values (i.e., range of single and three phase-to-ground fault currents,
and associated X/R ratios, at the consumer�s point of service)

b) Expected minimum, maximum, and nominal voltage at the consumer�s point of service for available
voltage levels

c) Outage history of the supply, including both forced and maintenance outages
d) Estimated frequency, duration, and magnitude of momentary voltage dips at the consumer�s point of

service
e) Operating requirements and restraints
f) Specific protection requirements to coordinate with the utility system
g) Specific reclosing practices on both normal and alternate supply facilities
h) Harmonic content, voltage fluctuation, and current unbalance limits imposed by the utility
i) Estimates of voltage harmonic distortion and harmonic current injection from other sources on the

utility system, if requested by the consumer
j) Load shedding requirements
k) Additional information requested by the consumer, such as

1) Supply line construction and routing
2) Supply substation arrangement and location
3) Utility grounding and lightning protection practices
4) Metering arrangements and data

3.3.2 Typical information furnished by consumer

a) Expected service date (when consumer will be ready for power)
b) Complete one-line and three-line diagrams of plant distribution system
c) Preferred supply voltage
d) Transformer ratings, connections, voltage taps, and impedances
e) Power factor correction capacitor ratings and connections
f) Available short-circuit current from the consumer at the point of service based on the procedures

outlined in IEEE Std 141TM-1993 [B9]3

g) Switchgear specifications, including protective relay types and ranges
h) Motor loads, types, sizes, starting current, contactor data, and frequency of starts
i) Unusual load characteristics, such as those due to furnaces, thyristors, and other nonlinear loads

3The numbers in brackets correspond to those of the bibliography in Annex A.
Copyright © 2003 IEEE. All rights reserved. 3
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j) Generator and large synchronous motor information, including ratings, impedance data, time con-
stants, and exciter data

k) Voltage balance requirements
l) Protection and control schematic drawings, as appropriate
m) Point of interconnection physical arrangement drawings
n) Expansion plans, which include projected loads, future substation development, and estimated dates
o) Station ground grid design
p) Method used to ground neutrals and ratings of the neutral grounding device
q) Qualifications of the consumer�s maintenance personnel

3.3.3 Future utility system changes

The utility should inform the consumer of any substantial utility system changes. For example, the installa-
tion of a large transformer that alters short-circuit currents at the supply point may affect the consumer�s
power system.

3.4 Specific supply considerations

In determining the final supply method, consideration should be given to the design of the interconnection,
the arrangement of the utility�s supply system, its protective relaying requirements, and its maintenance
requirements and responsibilities.

3.4.1 Division of ownership

Individual operating and maintenance philosophies of the consumer and utility may impact electric system
design. Regardless of ownership, however, the protective equipment should be specified and designed to
provide a coordinated system. Proper engineering design must not be compromised, but the protection of the
utility-consumer interconnection facilities should satisfy the objectives of both parties. In all cases, the pro-
tection requirements, equipment specifications, relay settings, fuse ratings, station battery requirements, and
testing procedures should be discussed and agreed on by both parties.

3.4.2 Supply line reliability

Line length, construction, fault clearing times, and utility transmission system configuration all affect the
supply line reliability. Reliability requirements should be determined based on both long-term and momen-
tary outages.

3.4.2.1 Long-term outages

Long-term outages result from equipment failures that require an extended time to repair or replace. If a util-
ity-consumer interconnection consists of a single line supplied from a single source connected to a single
transformer, it is subject to long-term interruptions due to forced or planned outages of the supply source,
line, or transformer. To reduce the possibility of long-term outages, a second supply line may be considered.
This can, for example, be provided by

a) Two lines from separate utility sources
b) Two lines derived by sectionalizing an existing utility tie line

Continuity of service will be further enhanced by the addition of a second transformer. The service to the
consumer can be arranged so that it is normally provided by one source with standby supply from the sec-
ond. This enables restoration of service by automatic or manual switching operations upon the failure of the
principal source of supply. Another alternative is parallel operation with two full-capacity lines and trans-
formers. These and other supply configurations are covered in detail in Clause 4.
4 Copyright © 2003 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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3.4.2.2 Momentary outages and voltage dips

Momentary outages are generally caused by a trip of the supply line to the customer that is quickly returned
to service either by a successful auto-reclosing of the line or by automatically switching to an alternative
source. Depending on the customer�s process equipment, this interruption may cause a plant shut down even
with high-speed restoration.

Voltage dips are caused by faults on the utility system that do not result in an outage to the customer. The
fault location, type of fault, system configuration, connections of the service transformer, and the customer
load influence the magnitude of these voltage dips.

It should be recognized that there is no electrical utility supply method that completely eliminates the possi-
bility of momentary service interruptions or voltage dips. The primary cause of service complaints is the
failure to adequately evaluate the effect of interruptions and voltage dips on the consumer�s equipment.
Depending on the type of operation, a severe dip can be very costly because it can disrupt an industrial pro-
cess. It is especially critical that the consumer make a careful evaluation of the voltage requirements of
sensitive loads and the electronic systems that provide process control. Curves describing voltage versus
time tolerances can be used to determine the maximum allowable delay for outages or dips. The ITI
(CBEMA) curve [B13], for example, describes typical supply voltage variations that can be tolerated by
most information technology equipment without any interruption in function. In many instances, special
means can be used to make the loads tolerant of unavoidable voltage conditions on the power system. In
other cases, it may be necessary to install uninterruptible power supplies or other equipment to allow plant
facilities to ride through these periods.

3.4.3 Interconnection protection requirements

The complexity of the protection used at an interconnection will vary depending on voltage level, system
configuration, the type and amount of consumer load, and specific requirements of either the consumer or
utility. In a dual supply system, for example, additional relaying may be required to respond to undesirable
power flow from one supply to the other. Special consideration must also be given to consumers with large
motors or generators.

3.4.4 Maintenance

In designing the interconnection system and associated protective equipment, it should be recognized that
periodic maintenance of all facilities is required. Documentation for the equipment to be tested should pro-
vide sufficient information to the test personnel so they have a clear understanding of the intent of each
protective system. The design should include test blocks and isolation devices to allow relay calibration
using an external source for inputs to the protection and for making in-service measurements of all input
quantities to the relay from instrument transformers. Critical relay outputs should be available for measure-
ment. In those instances where communication channels are used in conjunction with protective systems, the
design of the communication should be coordinated to assure that

a) There is agreement on nomenclature for test and isolation facilities so that a request to isolate a facil-
ity or to initiate a signal is understood by utility and consumer personnel.

b) Test switch and isolation devices are provided so appropriate signals can be transmitted and mea-
sured on the channel under test.

During periods of maintenance, the reliability of the supply or possibly even the continuity of service may
be affected. This work should be coordinated between the utility and the consumer to minimize any adverse
impact. If the consumer cannot tolerate the loss of service for periodic maintenance, the installation of an
alternative supply is required.
Copyright © 2003 IEEE. All rights reserved. 5
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3.4.5 Load considerations

The primary concerns in applying protection for faults on the electrical supply systems are to maintain sys-
tem integrity and minimize equipment damage. However, the effect of the protective equipment on the load
served should also be considered. For example, the operating time of fuses or protective relays and switch-
ing devices determines the time to isolate a faulted piece of equipment. As discussed in 3.4.2.2, during a
fault, an electric system is subjected to voltage dips on the unfaulted portions of the system. Extended clear-
ing times can aggravate the adverse effect that these dips have on the operation of process controls, ac
contactors, motors, computers, and other electronic devices.

Other considerations include the reclosing practices of the utility. Automatic reclosing can provide prompt
restoration of service following a temporary fault, or to a portion of the system once a permanently faulted
section has been isolated. The consequences of reclosing may be detrimental, however, if the consumer�s
system includes generators or large motors. It is essential that the implications be understood and that
designs be selected to meet the required objectives.

3.4.6 Harmonics

Harmonics can be generated in an electric system by numerous devices. The consumer must be cognizant of
the effect of harmonics on the plant equipment and the utility system (see IEEE Std 519TM-1992 [B12]).
Limits may be imposed on the acceptable level of harmonics, beyond which corrective action should be
taken. The effect of capacitors should also be considered. Capacitors do not create harmonics but can cause
a change in distribution of harmonic levels throughout the system. This may increase in harmonic voltages
on the system that may not necessarily be at the location of the capacitor or the source of harmonics. It may
be desirable, as part of the joint utility-consumer checkout of interconnection facilities, to measure and doc-
ument harmonics present in the bus voltage before and after applying load to the station. The harmonic
content of the load current should also be recorded.

3.4.7 Grounding

The utility and the consumer normally construct station ground grids as required by ANSI C2-2002 [B1] and
recommended in IEEE Std 80TM-2000 [B7]. Where these two grids are located close together, they are gener-
ally connected together at a minimum of two points. Where some distance physically separates the stations,
connecting the ground grids is neither practical nor necessary. However, consideration should be given to the
difference in ground potential that may exist during faults and its affect on any low-voltage circuits connect-
ing equipment located in the utility station to equipment in the customer facility (such as instrument
transformer secondary circuits, dc control circuits, station service circuits, communication circuits, or load
management control circuits). If the consumer and utility grounds are not interconnected, these low-voltage
circuits need to be properly treated to avoid possible equipment damage and personnel hazards due to the
transferred potential. For additional information, see IEEE Std 80-2000 [B7].

The method of system neutral grounding employed by the consumer may differ from that used by the utility.
Some consumers prefer to employ resistance grounding. Neutral grounding should be discussed, and an
agreement should be reached on the practice to be followed and on important concerns such as ground relay
settings and surge arrester ratings.

3.4.8 Ferroresonance

Ferroresonance can occur when capacitance is excited in series with nonlinear inductance and is a phenome-
non that can produce severe overvoltages on the system. Normally, ferroresonance is not present but may
occur as a result of a switching operation. For example, ferroresonance can occur when a single-phase switch
is opened on a length of cable or transmission line that is terminated by a lightly loaded transformer. Ferrores-
onance can also occur when a weak source is isolated together with a lightly loaded feeder containing power
factor correction capacitors. Ferroresonance cannot always be avoided, but steps can be taken to reduce the
6 Copyright © 2003 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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probability of its occurrence, such as locating switches and fuses close to transformers, use of Y-grounded
transformer connections, three-phase switching, and using high-speed voltage and frequency sensors to iso-
late consumer generation. For further discussion of ferroresonance, see IEEE Std C57.105TM-1978 [B6].

3.4.9 Voltage considerations

The utility electric supply voltage may be regulated or unregulated. In general, service from a distribution
system will be a regulated supply, whereas service from a transmission or subtransmission system will be
unregulated. Consumer substations served by unregulated systems may require compensation for the varia-
tions in supply voltage and for voltage drop caused by load changes. The method of compensation can be by
load-tap changing transformers or by switched capacitors.

Flicker is defined as the rapid change in voltage produced by arc furnaces, welders, and other pulsating
irregular loads. In these cases, there is concern for both the magnitude of the voltage change and the fre-
quency of occurrence. Limits of operation are normally specified by the utility for flicker-producing loads,
and these may require the installation of facilities designed to limit the voltage variation.

3.4.10 Phase balance considerations

Power is normally supplied and consumed in a balanced set of three phases. When the balance is upset,
either on the supply or on the consumption side, the resulting asymmetry can cause problems. Utilities and
consumers should consider the effect of unbalances on their systems, especially under weak source
conditions.

Balance can be upset from the supply side by operation of single-phase interrupting devices, such as power
fuses or automatic-circuit reclosers. More infrequently, unbalance can result from the misoperation of a
device that normally operates in a three-phase mode. For instance, one pole of a three-phase circuit breaker
may fail to open or close at the same time as the other two. Consumers should consider the effect of unbal-
anced supply and ensure that their equipment and processes are properly protected in the presence of such
unbalance. Motors and generators are commonly protected by the application of single-phasing protection or
negative phase sequence protection. Overvoltage protection may also be required if there is a possibility that
ferroresonant conditions may arise as the result of the unbalanced supply.

Balance can also be upset from the consumer�s side. The most common cause is unbalanced load. Unbal-
anced load may be the natural characteristic of some types of load such as electric railway systems, or it may
also result from the operation of single-phase protective devices. If the amount of unbalanced load is signif-
icant, it can result in unbalanced voltages on the utility supply system, which may cause problems for other
customers, or for sensitive protection on that system. Negative sequence polarized directional relays, for
example, may respond to negative phase sequence voltages as low as a few percent of the nominal system
voltage.

3.4.11 Transformer connection

Transformers are commonly connected in a delta-wye configuration when the interconnection with the util-
ity occurs at transmission or subtransmission voltages. The high-voltage delta winding will minimize third
harmonic voltages and, with the secondary neutral grounded, will circulate and trap zero-sequence current
for faults on the low side. This isolates the utility ground relays from ground faults on the customer side.
This is important because it allows the utility to maintain sensitivity and speed in clearing high-voltage
ground faults. The wye connection on the low side provides the consumer with a location for a good ground.
The delta winding helps to balance the phases on the wye side, which makes it more tolerant of unbalanced
load. As discussed in 6.1, however, transformers with delta-connected, high-voltage windings can introduce
system problems where there are synchronous motor loads or generators connected to the low-voltage side.
Copyright © 2003 IEEE. All rights reserved. 7
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Consumer transformer connections that are a source of ground fault current on the utility�s system (e.g., with
the high-voltage connected grounded-wye and the low-voltage delta) are, in many instances, unacceptable.
For example, when this type of transformer is tapped to a utility transmission line, it decreases the ground
fault current contribution from the utility and makes it more difficult to detect ground faults on all portions
of the line. If it is necessary to use these transformers, such as when the consumer has generation, it may also
be necessary to employ high-voltage breakers to ensure proper protection of the transmission lines.

4. Typical utility-consumer interconnection configurations

In the typical service arrangements that follow, such aspects as dependability, security, and ease of mainte-
nance range from minimal to optimal. The consumer load requirements will strongly influence the degree to
which each of these aspects is considered. Protective relaying systems for certain selected examples are
described in detail in Clause 7 of this guide. Note that this is only a limited selection used to illustrate the
principles discussed in this guide and that numerous other service arrangements are in general use.

4.1 Single supply-single transformer

This is a common form of utility-consumer interconnection. It consists of a single transformer connected to
a single source. The consumer will generally have multiple feeders connected to the low-voltage side of the
transformer. Supply from this configuration is subject to interruption upon loss of the supply source, line, or
transformer.

Figure 1 is a basic single supply-single transformer interconnection. The high-side fuse provides protection
for transformer primary and secondary side faults, as well as backup protection for low-side feeder circuits.
Protective relays on the supply source breaker will protect for line faults and provide limited backup protec-
tion for the high-side fuse. A consumer power outage will be necessary if maintenance is required on any of
the system components other than the consumer feeder devices.
8 Copyright © 2003 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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.

In Figure 2, the fused-disconnect switch has been replaced with a circuit breaker. Protective relays, measur-
ing high-side current, can now be utilized to provide additional protection for the transformer and low-
voltage bus. Again, the consumer is subject to an outage when maintenance is required.

CONSUMER LOADS

UTILITY SUBSTATION

Figure 1—Single supply-single transformer (transformer with high-side fuse)
Copyright © 2003 IEEE. All rights reserved. 9
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The system design of Figure 3 allows the interconnection circuit breaker to be removed from service for
maintenance without a consumer outage, although additional protective relaying will be required at the util-
ity source to maintain acceptable transformer protection. A maintenance outage of the supply line or
transformer will still cause a consumer outage.

S f

CONSUMER LOADS

UTILITY SUBSTATION

Figure 2—Single supply-single transformer (transformer with high-side breaker)
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4.2 Dual supply-single transformer

Two or more full capacity supply lines will greatly enhance continuity of service. Because of its extensive
exposure, the supply line is generally the least reliable component of the utility-consumer interconnection.
Ideally, duplicate supply lines should originate from separate utility supply buses and be routed over sepa-
rate rights of way. Each line should have the capacity to serve the consumer�s total requirements if complete

          Figure 3 -- Single supply - single transformer
 (transformer with high-side breaker and bypass switches)

CONSUMER LOADS

UTILITY SUBSTATION

Figure 3—Single supply-single transformer (transformer with high-side breaker 
and bypass switches)
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redundancy is required. A dual supply allows dead line maintenance to be performed without an interruption
to the consumer.

Figure 4 illustrates a dual supply with two manually operated switches located at the consumer load bus.
System configuration may require the supplies to be looped together (i.e., both switches closed) or operated
as two radial sources with one of the switches open.

a) Looped mode. This mode dictates that both switches be closed during normal operation. A fault any-
where on the supply lines will cause a consumer outage. The switches can be used to isolate the
faulted section and restore service to the consumer load bus via the remaining supply line. Outage
time may be somewhat lengthy while switching is done to isolate the faulted section. Looped mode
operation generally provides the consumer with a stronger source.

b) Transfer mode. In this mode, one of the switches at the consumer load bus is operated normally
open. If a fault occurs on the supply line feeding the consumer, it can be isolated and service restored
by closing the normally open switch. It is recommended that the normally open supply line remain
energized at all times to ensure the availability of that source.

In Figure 5, motor-operated disconnects are used for switching loads at the consumer bus. This system also
may be operated in either the looped or transfer mode. Sectionalizing systems are available that will auto-
matically isolate a faulted line section and restore consumer load, reducing the outage time.

 

In Figure 6, the motor-operated disconnect switches are replaced with circuit breakers. Now the consumer is
served with two supply lines with separate protective equipment. Note that circuit breaker disconnect

CONSUMER 
     LOAD

SUPPLY 
     A

SUPPLY 
     B

Figure 4—Dual supply-single transformer (manually-operated load breaker switches)

CONSUMER 
     LOAD

SUPPLY 
     A M M

SUPPLY 
     B

Figure 5—Dual supply-single transformer (motor-operated load break switches)
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switches are provided for maintenance purposes. Bypasses may also be added if a looped system must be
maintained.

4.3 Dual supply-dual transformer

The addition of a second transformer will also increase reliability. If each transformer is sized to carry total
consumer load requirements, plant production need not be affected by the loss of a single transformer. The
addition of the second transformer allows flexibility in the operation of the low-voltage bus. With two sup-
ply sources now available, it is possible to selectively choose where plant feeders are connected.

Figure 7 illustrates a dual supply-dual transformer configuration. Fuses are shown in this example, but
replacing the fuse with high-side transformer circuit breakers or circuit switchers, and adding differential
relays, will improve transformer protection.

Operating the system shown in Figure 7, with the low-voltage buses isolated from each other, minimizes
fault current levels and provides for the isolation of plant equipment. If the low-voltage buses are not iso-
lated but are operated in parallel (i.e., with the low-voltage tie closed and both transformers in service)
additional protection is required on the low-voltage, and possibly the high-voltage, side of each transformer.
Voltage transients from feeder or bus faults are less likely to impact total plant operation if the low-voltage
buses are normally isolated. This may be particularly advantageous if there is voltage-sensitive equipment.
Maximum short-circuit fault current on the low-voltage system will approximately double if the buses are
operated in parallel. This may be an important consideration when choosing interrupting ratings. Operating
the buses isolated may allow application of lower rated, and thus less expensive, feeder fuses and circuit
breakers. However, if the feeder equipment is not rated to withstand the short-circuit current for a fault with
both buses in parallel, then provisions must be included in the design of the control system to ensure that
both main breakers cannot be closed at the same time as the bus-tie breaker. In this case, the consumer must
recognize that outages are required for switching.

CONSUMER
     LOAD

SUPPLY
     A

SUPPLY
     B

Figure 6—Dual supply-single transformer (circuit breakers)
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Improved transformer protection and service reliability may be obtained with the addition of supply line cir-
cuit breakers as shown in Figure 8. With this configuration, a supply line fault does not require an outage of
a transformer. Operation with the low-voltage tie closed will provide continuous service to all consumer
loads in the event of a transformer fault. However, as discussed in the previous paragraph, careful consider-
ation of plant operation is necessary to determine the normal position of the low-voltage bus-tie breaker.
Bypass switches will be required on the high-voltage supply-side breakers if supply lines A and B are to be
looped together at all times. The relay systems should provide adequate protection when the high-voltage
breakers are bypassed.

Figure 7 Dual supply dual transformer

CONSUMER LOADS

SEE  TEXT

ALTERNATE HV
CIRCUIT SWITCHER

SUPPLY 
     A

SUPPLY 
     B

Figure 7—Dual supply-dual transformer (single-supply circuit breakers)
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Figure 9 uses a ring bus on the supply side of the interconnection. With this system, transformer faults will
not interrupt the remaining feed to the consumer or the connection between supply lines A and B, mainte-
nance may be performed on any of the supply-side breakers without the use of bypass switches, and the
failure of a single breaker will not interrupt the total electric supply. Service reliability to the consumer is
improved if sources and loads are alternately connected around the ring bus. The low-side buses may be
operated in parallel. Again, careful consideration should be given to plant requirements to determine the
optimum operating position of the low-side bus-tie breaker.

CONSUMER FEEDERS

 Figure 8 - Dual supply - dual transformer
        ( multiple - supply circuit breakers)

SUPPLY 
     A

SEE  TEXT

SUPPLY 
     B

Figure 8—Dual supply-dual transformer (multiple-supply circuit breakers)
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5. Brief review of protection theory

5.1 Protection system design considerations

The philosophy in the implementation of any protection system should be to detect and isolate all failed or
faulted components as quickly as possible, thereby minimizing the disruption to the remainder of the electric
system. This objective implies that a protection system should be dependable (operate when required),
secure (not operate unnecessarily), selective (only the minimum required number of devices should operate),
and fast. In addition, backup protection should clear any fault upon failure of the protective equipment in the
primary protection system. These desired features can be achieved by properly designing the electric system
and the protection schemes.

5.1.1 Zones of protection

Any electric system can be divided into separate sections, or zones, through the application of interrupting
devices (see Figure 10). Each zone consists of a specific type of electric facility with sensing devices at its

CONSUMER FEEDERS

SEE  TEXT

SUPPLY 
     A

SUPPLY 
     B

Figure 9—Dual supply-dual transformer (ring bus configuration)
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boundaries. By proper application of sensing devices and protective relays, it is possible to detect faults
within the zone and limit operation of the interrupting devices to those required to isolate the faulted
component.

To ensure proper detection and clearing of faults that occur at the boundaries, zones are normally overlapped
by connecting sensing devices and protective relays to overlapping current transformers (CTs). If fuses are
used, proper selection of its current rating and speed will provide coordination between zones of protection.

The relative location of CTs and interrupting devices must be carefully considered when designing the pro-
tective relaying. Usually, the CTs are located on both sides of the interrupting device. In some cases,
however, the CTs are physically separate and located on only one side of the interrupting device. If this
occurs, a fault between the CT and the interrupting device could result in delayed clearing by the backup
relays.

NOTE: DASHED LINES = PROTECTION ZONES

Figure 10—Protection zones
Copyright © 2003 IEEE. All rights reserved. 17
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5.1.2 Backup

The design of a protective system should include backup protection to allow for failures and for periodic
maintenance of the interrupting devices, sensing devices, and protective relays. Backup protection may be
either remote or local or it may be a combination of both schemes. Remote backup protection consists of
relays that are set to respond to faults in the next zone of protection. This type of protection is relatively slow
as it should allow time for the primary relaying in that zone to operate. It also may cause interruption to large
portions of the electric supply system.

In some cases, local backup protection is justified. Local backup consists of two sets of independent primary
protection and breaker-failure relaying. Ideally, this should include two independent sets of current trans-
formers, voltage transformers, protective relays, and breaker trip coils, but only one breaker-failure relaying
system is required. Each protective relay system should be isolated so that a failure in one will not affect the
other. Among other things, this requires that the control power for each system be supplied from separate
low-voltage circuit breakers or fuses. Breaker-failure relaying is discussed in 5.2.4.3.

5.1.3 Fault data

Protective relay systems measure the current, voltage, or a combination of current and voltage during fault
conditions. Fault current magnitude, and the associated change in voltage, varies with the type of fault and
with the location of the fault with respect to the sensing devices. Therefore, a study of the types of faults that
can occur is important to ensure that the selected protection system can detect and isolate all faulted portions
of the electric system. The types of faults that should be considered are three-phase, phase-to-phase, double-
phase-to-ground, and single-phase-to-ground.

5.1.4 Fault current versus load current

In most cases, fault current exceeds normal load current by a factor of 2 or more. However, special consider-
ation should be given to situations where load current is greater than fault current. For example, on systems
that are grounded through a neutral impedance, the ground fault current is lower than the normal load cur-
rent magnitude. For this situation, the use of separate ground fault relaying is required.

High-voltage phase overcurrent devices should not respond to maximum load current because these devices
are applied to provide protection for short-circuits but not for overloads. Conductors, transformers, and
other current-carrying devices should be rated to carry the maximum expected load, taking into account
load profiles, diversity, and short time equipment ratings. Occasionally, special overload protection is pro-
vided for high-voltage equipment, but this should generally be avoided because of the difficulty of
coordinating these schemes while maintaining reliable operation of the power system. However, overload
protection is required for low-voltage, consumer-owned equipment subject to the National Electric Code®

(NFPA 70-1999 [B14]). Temporary overloads, such as motor-starting current and cold load pickup, should
be considered when selecting and setting overcurrent devices. For further information regarding high-volt-
age distribution design and protection, see IEEE Std 141-1993 [B9] and IEEE Std 242TM-2001 [B11].

5.2 Protection systems overview

It is not the intent of this guide to describe all of the application considerations for the fault interrupting device,
sensing devices, and all types of protective relays that may be part of the utility-consumer interconnection.
This clause identifies some of the main considerations in the application of interrupting and sensing devices.
Also, it includes a general discussion of the types and overall application considerations for specific protective
relaying schemes used on the lines, transformers, and buses that typically comprise the utility-consumer inter-
connection. Clause 7 of this guide provides a set of examples and related discussions of specific relaying
application considerations.
18 Copyright © 2003 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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5.2.1 Circuit-interrupting devices

Fuses are single-phase protective devices that combine sensing and interrupting functions into a single unit.
Fuse operation is based on the magnitude and duration of current flowing in each phase of the circuit. The
primary application considerations include maximum load, minimum and maximum fault current available,
interrupting rating, operating time of the fuse relative to the operating time of protective devices on both the
consumer and utility systems, and the effects of single-phase supply due to the operation of one fuse.

A circuit breaker is an interrupting device designed for normal switching functions as well as for fault inter-
ruption. Circuit breakers offer considerable flexibility and are available in a variety of voltage, current, and
fault current interrupting ratings. High-voltage circuit breakers are equipped with separate electrically oper-
ated close and trip coils that can be controlled by any required protection and control package. Low-voltage
circuit breakers can be equipped with shunt trip devices but are usually self-contained with integral thermal-
magnetic or solid-state trip units.

A circuit-switcher is another type of interrupting device for load switching and limited fault interruption
applications at higher voltages, usually 46 kV and above. Typically, these devices are used for switching and
protection of transformers and station capacitor banks. Most circuit-switchers employ an SF6 interrupter
connected in series with a motor-operated disconnect switch. Control power for open and close operations
may be either ac or dc depending on specific application requirements. Circuit-switcher fault interrupting
capability is generally less than that of circuit breakers.

The bolted-pressure switch is an interrupting device designed for application at 480 V. This switch, which
can be manually or electrically operated, consists of movable blades and stationary contacts. These switches
are designed specifically for use with ground fault protection equipment and have a contact interrupting rat-
ing of 12 times their continuous rating (see 5.15 of IEEE Std 241TM-1990 [B10]).

A consideration in the application of interrupting devices is the source of control power for the close and trip
coils. A station battery is considered the most reliable source of dc control power, because battery output
voltage is not affected by the ac voltage drop that can occur during short-circuit conditions. A capacitive trip
device will store energy for a short period of time that is sufficient to trip a breaker. This device may be used
under circumstances when it is not practical to use a battery, such as when battery maintenance, economics,
or environmental concerns are an issue. When capacitive trip is used, the power to both the trip and close cir-
cuits is AC. The location of the ac source must be on the utility side of the main breaker to ensure power is
available to close the main breaker.

5.2.2 Sensing devices

Protective relays must be isolated from the high-voltage system but require current and voltage quantities
proportional to those on the electric supply system. The standard ratings for protective relays in the United
States are 5 A and 120 V, 60 Hz. Current and voltage transformers produce these relay input quantities.

Circuit transformers (CTs) may be provided as part of a circuit breaker or transformer, or they may be sepa-
rate devices. They are available in a variety of turn ratios and accuracy classes. CT application requires
consideration of available fault current; load current; secondary connections; and the burden of relays,
meters, and other devices connected to the secondary windings (See IEEE Std C37.110TM-1996 [B4] and
IEEE Std C57.13TM-1993 [B5]).

Voltage transformers (VTs) are also available in a variety of types, ratios, and accuracy classes. As with CTs,
the application of VTs requires consideration of the voltage level to be measured, primary and secondary
connections, and the burden of devices connected to secondary windings.

Capacitive voltage transformers (CVTs) essentially consist of a capacitive voltage divider, a tuning reactor,
and an intermediate voltage transformer. These devices are sometimes used as an alternative to VTs where
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they are more economical and where their inferior transient response is acceptable. CVTs also provide a
means to couple power line carrier communication signals to the high-voltage line.

5.2.3 Types of protective relays

There are many types of protective relays and protection schemes available. The types of protective relays
that are usually used for the utility-consumer interconnection are summarized in the following paragraphs.
This summary applies to the relay function. The specific relays used can be either of electromechanical,
solid-state, or microprocessor-based design.

Overcurrent relays are widely used and are applied to protect lines, transformers, and buses. Operation is
dependent on the magnitude of the current in a circuit. Overcurrent relays can operate instantaneously, after
a fixed time delay, or with inverse-time characteristics. An overcurrent relay can also be directional, which is
normally accomplished by controlling the overcurrent relay with a separate element that determines the
direction of the operating current. Although versatile and reliable, the application of overcurrent relays may
be limited by an inability to provide settings to accommodate system configuration changes, inability to dis-
tinguish between load and fault current, slow operating speeds due to the necessity of coordination with
downstream devices, or the inability to coordinate with other protective devices under all system conditions.
If these factors are critical, more complex protection schemes should be utilized.

Distance relays are often used for line protection, particularly at higher voltages. These relays respond to
both voltage and current and will operate when the impedance to the fault is less than its setting. As imped-
ance is proportional to the distance along a transmission line, the term distance relay is used. Distance relays
are generally used for network lines, that is, lines with a source at each end. They offer selective high-speed
protection, directional sensitivity, and the ability to be applied in areas with low fault current to load current
ratios.

Pilot protection is used for lines that require high-speed simultaneous clearing of all terminals. Pilot relays
determine if the line is faulted by comparing fault conditions at all line terminals via a communication chan-
nel. This permits these relays to provide high-speed operation for faults anywhere on the protected line
section. The communication links commonly used are power line carrier, microwave, fiber optics, pilot wire,
and leased telephone lines.

For bus and transformer protection, differential relays are often applied. A differential relay compares the
current at all terminals of the protected equipment. It can be designed to operate quickly for faults within its
zone of protection yet not respond to faults outside this zone.

5.2.4 Consumer protective relaying schemes

The interconnection will require protection for the failure of the transformer, bus, and main breaker. There
are a variety of protective schemes that may be used. A single scheme may be used, or it may be combined
with other schemes. The type of protection employed will depend on the size and cost of the equipment and
the arrangement of the interconnection. The following summarizes some typical protection schemes that are
used on these interconnection facilities but does not cover all schemes that may be in use.

5.2.4.1 Transformer protection

Transformer protection is covered in great detail in IEEE Std C37.91TM-2000 [B2]. The following is a brief
discussion of the various types of transformer protection.

The simplest and least costly devices for transformer primary protection are fuses, which may be used on
small transformers in single-supply interconnections. These same fuses may serve as backup protection to
the secondary breaker and bus. The fuses must be coordinated with the line protection on the utility side and
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with the secondary breaker on the load side. As most faults are not three-phase faults, only one or two fuses
may blow, which can lead to single-phasing problems for three-phase motors or generators. 

Transformer differential protection is usually used on large transformers and is often used on transformers
where a source of fault current exists on the consumer side as well as on the utility side. This source could be
a generator or a paralleled source from the utility, or both. Transformer differential protection utilizes CTs on
both sides of the transformer. Transformer differential relays must include provisions to compensate for dif-
ferences in the CT secondary current on either side of the transformer. In addition, the effects of transformer
phase shift, mismatch due to load tap changing, energizing inrush currents, and the flow of ground currents
in wye windings during external faults must also be considered in the design and application of transformer
differential relays. These relays provide high-speed protection and do not require coordination with other
relaying schemes. If there is no secondary main breaker, the differential zone may be extended to CTs on the
outgoing breakers, thus including the low-voltage bus in the differential zone.

Overcurrent relays may be used as the primary protection for small transformers. On larger units, overcur-
rent relays are applied to backup or to supplement other transformer relays and to prevent transformer
damage resulting from an overcurrent due to external faults. When connected to CTs on the high-voltage
side, both instantaneous and time-overcurrent relays are used. The instantaneous-overcurrent relays are set
to avoid operation for faults external to the transformer and are less sensitive than the time-overcurrent
relays. An additional overcurrent relay is usually required on the transformer neutral to protect the wye
winding of wye-delta or delta-wye transformers for single-phase-to-ground faults. Time-overcurrent relays
may also serve as primary protection of the low-voltage bus if there is no secondary main breaker or as
backup protection of the secondary main breaker and the low-voltage bus. In some instances, directional
time-overcurrent relaying is used on the transformer secondary when there is a source on the secondary side.
Time-overcurrent relaying must be coordinated with the time-overcurrent relays protecting adjacent zones.
Because time-overcurrent relaying is slower and less sensitive than differential protection, more damage will
occur to a faulted transformer and the disturbance on the system will last for a longer period of time.

As the name implies, a sudden-pressure relay is a device that responds to sudden changes in the internal
pressure of the transformer. The sudden-pressure relay is mounted on the transformer tank and is provided
by the transformer manufacturer. Sudden-pressure relaying is instantaneous and does not need to be coordi-
nated with other protection. The sudden-pressure relay can be susceptible to malfunction during through
faults and seismic events. For this reason, some utilities choose to alarm only with this relay. Other utilities
supervise tripping with the normally closed contacts of an instantaneous-overcurrent relay connected to CTs
on the low side of the transformer. This blocks tripping for the high current �through� faults, when sudden-
pressure relay malfunction is possible, but allows detection by the sudden-pressure relay of low current
internal faults. Other devices easily detect high current internal faults.

In some instances, a transformer is tapped off a transmission line without fuses, a breaker, or a circuit
switcher on the primary side. In these cases, a communication channel must be installed. In the event of a
fault, the transformer protection may then initiate a transfer trip signal over this channel to open the remote
line terminal breakers.

Transformer faults are permanent, and reclosing is not desirable because it will only increase the damage to
the transformer. Therefore, transformer protection usually operates a lockout relay that trips the associated
interrupting devices and blocks reclosing.

5.2.4.2 Bus protection

Overcurrent devices on the transformer usually provide bus protection on small stations. These devices must
coordinate with the feeder protection and are, therefore, relatively slow in clearing bus faults. On stations
with a main and bus-tie breaker configuration (see Figure 7, Figure 8, or Figure 9), the main breaker should
coordinate with the bus-tie breaker, which further increases the clearing time. For these cases, partial bus-
differential overcurrent relays are often used. Partial bus-differential relays are connected to CTs on the
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main, tie, and other source breakers to measure the total bus current. Partial bus-differential overcurrent
relays still have to coordinate with the feeder relays, but faster clearing can often be obtained because the
coordinating time step between the main and bus-tie breakers is eliminated.

On larger stations, with attendant high short-circuit levels, the use of differential relays should be consid-
ered. This can sometimes be accomplished by extending the transformer differential relays to include the
bus, but usually separate bus differential relays are installed. In either case, additional CTs are usually
required for each circuit, which generally increases costs of protection. However, bus differential protection
provides rapid clearing of faults, thereby decreasing fault damage and stress to the system.

The most significant application problem for bus differential relays is the unequal performance of bus CTs
on external faults. A number of different design approaches are used to overcome this problem:

a) High-impedance differential relays. These relays discriminate between internal and external faults
by the difference in voltage each fault produces. Low impedance CTs should be used that are dedi-
cated to the bus scheme.

b) Percentage-restraint differential relays. These relays trip when an operating quantity (e.g., torque or
voltage), developed within the relay, exceeds a value proportional to a restraining quantity. There are
a number of electromechanical and solid-state designs available that may or may not require dedi-
cated CTs of the same type and ratio.

c) Linear coupler relays. This system uses air core mutual reactors (linear couplers) instead of conven-
tional CTs. Linear couplers produce an output voltage proportional to the current and will not
saturate with high currents. The outputs of the couplers are connected in series to a voltage relay.

A third approach to bus protection is the bus-blocking scheme. The scheme, used on buses with radial feed-
ers, requires an overcurrent relay on the main breaker. This relay operates after a short time delay and is
interconnected with the instantaneous-overcurrent relays on each feeder. For an external fault, the associated
feeder instantaneous-overcurrent relay picks up and blocks the operation of the main relay. For a bus fault,
the feeder relays do not operate and the main breaker trips after a short delay, typically in the order of 0.1
seconds. Of course, the feeder instantaneous element should be set above the short-circuit contribution of the
motors on its circuit. On a main and tie bus configuration, the partial bus-differential relay would be used for
the main overcurrent element. This is an old scheme, which has found new life with the advent of program-
mable microprocessor relays.

5.2.4.3 Breaker-failure protection

Breaker-failure protection or stuck breaker protection is generally a name given to a specific scheme
designed to operate in the event of a failure to trip or clear a fault by a breaker. This scheme is in addition to
the overlapping reach of time-overcurrent relays that also provide some protection for a failed breaker.

A breaker may fail to trip for a variety of reasons, including a short or open circuit in the control wiring, an
open trip coil, a loss of control power, or a problem with the mechanism. In addition, a breaker that does trip
may fail to clear the fault due to a breakdown of the dielectric within the breaker, including restrike. A
breaker-failure relaying scheme needs to take all of these conditions into consideration.

A typical breaker-failure relaying scheme is initiated by an auxiliary relay associated with each of the line,
transformer, bus, or other schemes that trip that breaker. This breaker-failure initiate relay starts a timer
relay. A second input to the scheme is from an instantaneous-overcurrent fault detector relay or a 52a auxil-
iary contact. The time delay relay is set to allow time for the breaker to trip correctly plus time for the
overcurrent fault detector to reset plus a margin. If the overcurrent fault-detector relay is still picked up or
the 52a contact is still closed when the timer times out, a lockout relay is tripped. The lockout relay, in turn,
trips all breakers adjacent to the failed breaker. In the case of a line terminal breaker, a transfer trip signal
may be communicated to the remote line terminal to trip that terminal. If high-speed clearing of the failed
breaker is not required, time-overcurrent or zone 2 relaying may be used to clear the remote terminal.
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5.2.5 Microprocessor relaying

Microprocessor relaying has gained widespread acceptance among both utilities and consumers. The relay
functions are the same as those for electromechanical and solid-state electronic relaying, but microprocessor
relays have features that provide added benefits. Microprocessor relays may have some disadvantages, how-
ever, so that there are additional considerations when these relays are applied to the utility-consumer
interconnection.

The benefits of microprocessor relays include the ability to combine multiple relay functions into one eco-
nomical unit. Where an electromechanical overcurrent relay may only be a single-phase device, a
microprocessor relay will often include three phases and a neutral. It could also include reclosing, direc-
tional elements, over/undervoltage, and over/underfrequency. A transmission line relay could combine
multiple zone phase and ground distance elements, overcurrent fault-detectors, pilot scheme logic, and
reclosing. An electromechanical scheme will normally consist of individual relays for each zone of phase
and ground protection, separate fault-detectors, and additional relaying for pilot scheme logic. Similarly, a
microprocessor transformer relay might combine differential and overcurrent protection and a generator
relay could include differential, overcurrent, negative sequence, frequency, voltage, stator ground, and other
protective functions. These same devices can include nonrelaying functions such as metering, event record-
ing, and oscillography. All of these functions are contained in an enclosure that requires less space than the
combination of relays and other devices they duplicate.

A microprocessor relay also has self-monitoring diagnostic capabilities that provide continuous status of
relay availability and reduces the need for periodic maintenance. If a relay fails, it is typically replaced rather
than repaired. Because these relays have multiple features, functions, increased setting ranges, and increased
flexibility, it permits stocking of fewer spares.

Microprocessor relays also have communication capability that allows for remote interrogation of meter and
event data and fault oscillography. This also permits relay setting from a remote location. The relays have
low power consumption and low CT and VT burdens. They also increase the flexibility of CT connections.
For instance, microprocessor transformer differential relays can compensate internally for ratio mismatch
and the phase shift associated with delta-wye connections.

All of these features have economic benefits in addition to the lower initial costs and potentially reduced
maintenance costs that microprocessor relays have when compared to individual relays.

Although there are fewer disadvantages than advantages, there are some worth noting. The operating energy
for most electromechanical relays is obtained from the measured currents and/or voltages, but most micro-
processor relays require a source of control power. Another disadvantage is that the multifunction feature
can result in a loss of redundancy. For instance, the failure of a single-phase overcurrent relay is backed up
by the remaining phase and neutral relays. In a microprocessor scheme, the phase and neutral elements are
frequently combined in one package and a single failure can disable the protection. Similarly, a microproces-
sor transformer package that has both differential and overcurrent relaying provides less redundancy than a
scheme comprising separate relays. The self-diagnostics ability of the microprocessor relay, and its ability to
communicate failure alarms, mitigates some of the loss of redundancy. It may also be economical to use
multiple microprocessor relays.

Microprocessor relays require more engineering in the application and setting of the relay though less work
in the panel design and wiring. The increased relay setting flexibility is accompanied by an increase in set-
ting complexity that requires diligence to avoid setting errors. Also, some relays have experienced numerous
software upgrades in a short period of time. Microprocessor relays have relatively shorter product life cycles
because of the rapid advance in technology. As a result, a specific microprocessor relay model may only be
available for a relatively short period of time. As failure may require replacement rather than repair, it may
not be possible to use an exact replacement, which may require more engineering and installation work.
Although less frequent testing may be required, when it is, it requires a higher level of training for the tech-
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nician and more test equipment than is normally used with electromechanical relays in order to obtain the
full benefit of all the features of the microprocessor relay. The self-monitoring capability of these relays is
only effective if the alarm output can be communicated to a manned location such as a control center. Also,
the remote communication ability assumes there is a communication channel available to the relay.

An issue of particular interest to the application of microprocessor relays at utility-consumer interconnec-
tion is in defining responsibility for the applications available on the multifunction relay. For instance, in a
multifunction generator relay, the over/undervoltage and over/underfrequency functions may be required by
the utility for islanding protection but the differential function is solely for the protection of the generator.
The utility may require that they set and test the over/undervoltage and over/underfrequency relays but may
not want the responsibility for setting and testing the differential function. In this case, the purchase of sep-
arate relays or relay packages should be considered.

A similar issue exists concerning the communications capability of microprocessor relays in utility-con-
sumer interconnections. Both the utility and the consumer can benefit from the communication capability. In
particular, the recorded history of events can be very useful in analyzing relay operations after a fault. How-
ever, for both to communicate directly with the relay will require special considerations. Both the utility and
the consumer may be required to purchase software licenses for the communication software if that software
is proprietary. Also, they will both need to maintain the same versions of the software. The communication
settings, such as modem baud rate, will have to be mutually agreed on. Some relays have security pass-
words, which restrict access. There may be one password to permit read only access to meter and event
records and a different password to make changes. Although both parties may have read only access, ideally
only one party should have the necessary access to make setting changes.

In general, microprocessor relaying is acceptable for use on utility-consumer interconnections and there are
added benefits to using these relays. However, to make effective use of these relays to the mutual benefit of
both parties requires an added degree of communication, cooperation, and coordination between the parties.

6. System studies

6.1 Types of studies

Studies of an electric system should be conducted to provide the utility and the consumer with information
regarding normal and abnormal conditions on the system. Studies performed to determine requirements for
design of the protection system include short-circuit and a stability studies. These studies provide fault cur-
rent magnitude; required clearing time data; data needed for proper selection of equipment such as CTs,
interrupting devices, and protective relays; and data required for calculating the settings of protective
devices.

Both the utility and consumer require fault current data to apply protective devices and to determine the
required ratings of interrupting devices. The utility should provide the consumer with the minimum and max-
imum three-phase and phase-to-ground short-circuit duty (and associated X/R ratios) at the consumer�s point
of service for initial conditions (and any future conditions). Short-circuit contributions from consumer-owned
generators and motors should be provided by the consumer. This information should be expressed in a form
such that it is possible to determine the utility contribution alone.

Load flow studies are essential prior to performing stability studies; they are also important if there are mul-
tiple connections between the utility and the consumer. Stability studies that take into account system
dynamic characteristics are typically performed by utilities when specific major changes occur in generation
levels or transmission system configuration. The installation of a consumer facility with significant genera-
tion or load may justify a stability study of the new electric system configuration. A consumer who is adding
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generation or large synchronous motors may need to perform a separate stability study to examine the
dynamic response of this equipment to disturbances within the plant.

Other studies may be required. Utilities may perform load flow studies in order to determine the best method
of supply, and to identify changes to their facilities or operating practices that may be required due to a large
consumer installation. In some cases, a transient analysis study may be required to determine the impact of a
change in the switching sequence for energizing or reclosing a transmission line or transformer, or because
of the installation of capacitors or reactors. The application of underfrequency relays (for load shedding, or
as protective devices for large motors or steam-turbine generators) may require a special study to determine
the frequency variation and decay rate associated with particular system disturbances. Even if special studies
are performed at the time of each utility-consumer interconnection, the database used for planning and oper-
ating studies should be updated as new facilities are installed, so that the cumulative effect of numerous
interconnections will be considered in future studies.

Studies may be required to determine if any transmission line overvoltage problems will occur under certain
switching conditions. Ungrounded high-voltage transformer connections (e.g., delta-connected windings) in
combination with consumer low-voltage synchronous motor loads and/or generation can introduce severe
transient overvoltages if the utility end of the transmission circuit trips with the consumer�s transformer still
connected. These transient overvoltages can be considerably higher than the times line to neutral voltage
normally expected for unfaulted phases on a delta system when there is a single-line-to-ground fault. In
extreme cases, tripping at the utility terminal of the transmission line must be delayed to ensure that the
remote consumer end is tripped first by direct transfer trip facilities.

6.2 Required data

The basic data required for all electric system studies is the positive, negative, and zero-sequence impedance
values of each system element, including generators, transformers, motors, cables, and lines. For generators
and synchronous motors, the transient and subtransient reactances are also required. The most common
method of presenting this required data is in per unit or percent. The required data are often shown on a one-
line diagram covering all associated facilities.

6.3 Performance of studies

Essentially, all system studies are conducted with computers using generalized application software. The
type and complexity of studies to be performed will generally determine who will conduct the study.
Regardless of who performs the study, any results that impact on the design or operation of the interconnec-
tions should be communicated to the other party.

7. Interconnection examples

This clause provides four examples of interconnection protection of varying complexity. The figures utilize
IEEE Std 315-19754 and IEEE C37.2-1991.

7.1 Single supply from a remote utility substation

This interconnection is illustrated on Figure 11.

4See Clause 2 for information on references.
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7.1.1 General description

The utility supply voltage will vary depending on availability and consumer requirements. The consumer
transformer is connected delta on the high-voltage side and grounded wye on the low-voltage side. A fused-
disconnect switch provides three-phase switching and protection for the transformer, as well as physical
isolation of the transformer during maintenance.

The consumer voltage may range from 480 V to 34.5 kV. A normally open feeder tie switch is shown to
facilitate circuit breaker maintenance.

7.1.2 Transformer protection

Several factors are involved in selecting the transformer high-side fuses.

50          PHASE-INSTANTANEOUS-OVERCURRENT RELAY
50N        NEUTRAL-INSTANTANEOUS-OVERCURRENT RELAY
51          PHASE-TIME-OVERCURRENT RELAY
51N        NEUTRAL-TIME-OVERCURRENT RELAY
51G        TRANSFORMER NEUTRAL-TIME OVERCURRENT RELAY
52          CIRCUIT BREAKER

50N
51N

52

51
50N
51N

50
51

50

52

N. O.

51G

TYPICAL
FEEDER

TYPICAL
FEEDER

UTILITY SUBSTATION 

ALTERNATE CONNECTION TO LIMIT
SECONDARY GROUND FAULT CURRENT
SEE SUBCLAUSE 6.1.2

Figure 11—Single supply from a remote utility substation (single-transformer/single-
bus configuration)
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a) In general, the voltage rating of the fuse should be equal to or greater than the system phase-to-phase
voltage. Solid material expulsion-type fuses are not �voltage critical� and may be applied on systems
rated less than the voltage rating of the fuse. In contrast, current-limiting fuses, which are available in
ratings through 34.5 kV, inherently develop an overvoltage during fault current interruption. This
overvoltage typically restricts application of current-limiting fuses to the same system voltage class
as the maximum voltage rating of the current-limiting fuse.

b) The interrupting rating of the fuse should be equal to or greater than the maximum anticipated fault
duty, including possible utility system expansion. 

c) The continuous current rating of the fuse should be equal to or greater than the maximum anticipated
emergency loading of the transformer. Note that the overload capability of power fuses may vary
from 0% to 40% with different fuse types and with different ampere ratings of the same fuse type. 

d) The continuous current rating and melting time-current characteristics of the fuse should be selected
to provide optimum transformer protection as well as coordination with upstream and downstream
relays or fuses, taking into account the effect of ambient temperature and load current heating. To
achieve fast fault clearing, it may be necessary to accept fuse melting along with tripping of the low-
side breakers for close-in feeder faults. For further information, refer to IEEE Std C37.91-2000 [B2].
If two transformers are involved, as in Figure 7, the fuse size and relay setting or fuse coordination
should be selected based on the normal maximum loading level of both transformers. Coordination
with the low-side breaker may be sacrificed under emergency loading conditions with one trans-
former out of service. 

e) Primary fusing as the only means of transformer protection may not be suitable if the secondary
ground fault current is limited by using resistance grounding on the neutral. This is because the pri-
mary current resulting from a phase-to-ground secondary fault may not be sufficient to melt the fuse.
If low-resistance grounding is used, several relay schemes can be employed to clear a ground fault
between the transformer and feeder breakers, or beyond the feeder breakers if one fails to open. All
of these schemes use a neutral CT and overcurrent relay (51G). This neutral overcurrent relay (51G)
trip output can be connected to do one of the following:
1) Close a high-side grounding switch to force tripping of the remote utility breaker
2) Open a high-side motor-operated switch that is rated to interrupt such faults
3) Transfer trip the remote utility breaker

7.1.3 Transformer low-side bus and feeder protection

The fuse provides protection for transformer high-side and low-side faults. It also provides limited backup
protection for low-side feeder faults.

Feeder phase protection is provided by nondirectional instantaneous and time-overcurrent relays. The pur-
pose of the instantaneous relays is to provide high-speed detection of close-in faults. On short feeders, where
the magnitude of fault current does not decrease significantly from the bus to the end of the feeder, coordina-
tion of the instantaneous relays with downstream protective devices may be difficult, if not impossible. The
time-overcurrent relays should coordinate with the largest protective device on the feeder. The time current
characteristics of the relays should be selected accordingly. For coordination with branch fuses, a very
inverse or extremely inverse-time characteristic should be selected. Phase relay pickup should be greater
than the expected full load current on the feeder. It is also important to check coordination of the time-over-
current relay with the transformer high-side fuse. Coordination should be reviewed when the load-side tie
switch is closed. The phase relay pickup should be high enough to carry the load of both feeders and still
provide adequate fault protection while maintaining coordination with the high-side fuse.

Feeder ground fault protection may be provided by nondirectional instantaneous and time-overcurrent
relays. A ground relay, connected in the neutral circuit, is not sensitive to balanced three-phase load current.
Only currents resulting from an unbalanced load (on a four-wire system), or unbalanced faults involving
ground, will flow in the ground relay. Thus, the feeder full load current need not be a directly considered
when determining relay pickup. The following are two different methods for setting ground relays:
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a) Maximum coordination. The ground relay has a setting identical to that of the phase relays. This
ensures the same degree of coordination with downstream protective devices as the phase relay. The
ground relay will provide redundancy in the event of phase relay failure for a line-to-ground fault.

b) Maximum ground fault sensitivity. The ground relay instantaneous and time-overcurrent pickup may
be set much lower than phase relay pickup. This provides sensitive protection for ground faults but
may also result in feeder outages for faults that would normally be cleared by downstream protective
devices. For greater sensitivity, the ground relay may also be set with a time-overcurrent relay
pickup of about one-half that of the phase relay but with a high time-dial setting to coordinate with
downstream fuses over a reasonable range of fault current.

7.1.4 Protection of the supply line

Different supply voltage levels generally dictate different levels of utility line protection. These systems will
normally trip instantaneously for all line faults. The utility�s instantaneous relaying may reach into the con-
sumer�s transformer, but not completely through it. Ideally, transformer faults that are detected by
instantaneous line relaying should also blow the transformer fuse. This permits the line to be reenergized and
the fault located. Transformer isolation in this manner may not always be possible, particularly on utility
systems with large fuses and relatively low levels of ground fault current.

Normally, the supply line will also be protected with time-delayed relays. These relays may reach com-
pletely through the transformer, depending on other relay setting restraints on the utility system. If the relays
do respond to low-side faults, coordination is necessary with the transformer fuses. If coordination between
the fuses and the supply line protection is not possible, the consumer may be required to use relay protection
(connected to high-voltage CTs) for the transformer, instead of fuses. Failure to achieve coordination may
result in nuisance tripping, additional damage to the transformer due to supply line automatic reclosing, and
an extended outage of the supply line while maintenance personnel are trying to locate the fault.

7.2 Dual supply from a remote utility substation, single-transformer configuration

This configuration is illustrated on Figure 12.

7.2.1 General description

The utility supply may be configured in a variety of ways as discussed in 4.2. The motor-operated air break
switches (MOABS) provide for automatic load transfer of the utility sources. The transformer size for this
configuration will typically be large enough to justify the application of a high-side circuit switcher and pro-
tective relays.

7.2.2 Transformer protection

Faults in the transformer of this example should be detected by transformer differential relays (87T) and a
sudden-pressure relay (63). These relays will trip the circuit switcher through individual lockout relays. The
transformer differential and sudden-pressure relay scheme provides greater sensitivity than does the high-
voltage fuse discussed in 7.1 (see IEEE Std C37.91-2000 [B2].)

7.2.3 Transformer low-side bus and backup feeder protection

Phase overcurrent relays (50/51) are connected to CTs located on the high side of the power transformer to
provide protection for low-side bus faults. These relays also provide backup protection for the transformer dif-
ferential relays and the consumer�s feeder breakers. The time-overcurrent unit (51) must coordinate with all
downstream devices. The instantaneous unit (50) must not respond to low-side fault current levels to ensure
coordination with the feeder relays. This could require a setting of nearly 200% of the maximum low-side
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Figure 12 -- Dual supply from a remote utility substation
                   (single-transformer/single-bus configuration)
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Figure 12—Dual supply from a remote utility substation (single-transformer/single-
bus configuration)
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symmetrical three-phase fault current if the instantaneous relay responds to the offset component of an asym-
metrical fault.

An overcurrent relay (51G) is added to the transformer neutral to improve low-side ground fault protection,
because the phase overcurrent relays (50/51) located on the transformer high side are relatively insensitive to
these faults. This relay must also coordinate with feeder ground fault protection. Feeder phase and ground
fault protection has been previously described in 7.1.3.

In general, it is recommended that the transformer phase and ground overcurrent relays trip the circuit
switcher through a lockout relay. In many cases, the transformer sudden-pressure and overcurrent relay trip-
ping will be combined to operate one lockout relay, while the differential relay operates another. Each
lockout should have a separate source for control power.

7.2.4 Protection of the supply line

The relay system employed by the utility to protect the supply line will often trip instantaneously for line
faults. Transformer faults in the high-side winding may also be of sufficient magnitude to operate the relays
and trip the associated breaker at the remote utility substation. In this case, transformer relaying should also
respond, isolating the transformer from the supply line, which will permit the supply line to be reenergized.

The MOABS are automatically operated by undervoltage relays in either a looped or transfer mode, which
are described in 7.2.4.1 through 7.2.4.2. For either operating mode, the MOABS may not be capable of inter-
rupting load current. If this is so, then at least two undervoltage relays connected to different phases, with
their contacts in series, is suggested to avoid opening a switch under load due to a single relay failure, fuse
operation, or line failure.

7.2.4.1 Looped mode

In this mode, MOABS-1 and MOABS-2 are normally closed. Undervoltage relays (27-1, 27-2) monitor line
potential for each switch. The supply line circuit breakers (not shown in Figure 12) provide the necessary
interrupting capability for line faults. To properly sectionalize a fault, coordination between the MOABS
relays and those controlling the supply line breakers is essential.

Assume that a fault occurs on the line between Supply B and MOABS-2. Supply line circuit breakers at
sources A and B will interrupt the fault. The line circuit breakers may reclose automatically, assuming the
fault is not permanent in nature. If the fault is permanent, both circuit breakers will trip again and remain
open long enough for undervoltage relays, 27-1 and 27-2, to operate and open MOABS-1 and MOABS-2.
These relays must be set with sufficient delay to allow the single reclose attempt. After the MOABS are
open, the supply line circuit breakers are allowed an additional reclose. Source A breaker will close success-
fully, but source B breaker will trip and remain open.

Upon reenergizing from Source A, undervoltage relay 27-1 will initiate a return-of-potential timer to close
MOABS-1. When MOABS-1 closes, service will be restored to the consumer. MOABS-2 will remain open
until the fault is removed and the source B breaker is closed. It will then close via a return-of-potential timer
associated with undervoltage relay 27-2.

7.2.4.2 Transfer mode

In this mode, one of the MOABS is operated normally open; the other is normally operated closed. Both
sources are normally energized. With an outage of the normal source, the load will be switched automati-
cally to the alternate source.

If the MOABS cannot interrupt load current, then undervoltage relays should have a low set-point to avoid
operation for an open-phase condition. However, if the MOABS can interrupt load current, then it would be
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desirable to transfer for this condition. The transfer should be delayed until after the first reclosure of the
source-line breaker to avoid unnecessary transfer for temporary faults on the line. The time delay should be
coordinated with the line reclosing to avoid switching at the time of a reclosure.

Assume MOABS-1 is normally closed, MOABS-2 is normally open, and that a permanent fault occurs on
the line between Supply A and MOABS-1. The supply breaker will deenergize the line, and MOABS-1 will
open after undervoltage relay 27-1 has dropped out. Again, dropout delay is necessary if a single reclose
attempt is required. When MOABS-1 is completely open, then MOABS-2 will close to pickup consumer
load through supply line B.

The scheme should be designed to automatically transfer back to supply line A once the line is restored. This
transfer is made with a close/open sequence to avoid service interruption. Note that in this case, both
MOABS must be suitable for interrupting the current for the closed loop connection.

Looped or transfer sectionalizing sequences normally require between 15 and 30 seconds, although faster
transfer can be achieved, especially at 34.5 kilovolts and below, where transfer times of 2 seconds or less are
common. To prevent repeated tripping and lockout of both lines for a fault in the load substation, control
logic may be added to lock open both switches if the line voltage relay drops out within a few seconds of
closing the associated switch.

7.3 Dual supply from a remote utility substation, dual-transformer configuration

This configuration is illustrated on Figure 13.

7.3.1 General description

Reliability is improved with the addition of a second transformer and consumer load bus. Breaker 52-6 is
common to both supply lines and consumer transformers. The addition of breaker 52-6 and appropriate pro-
tection eliminates a total consumer outage for a supply-line fault.

Consumer service requirements will dictate the transformer�s capacity. If full-capacity plant operation is
critical at all times, each transformer should be sized to carry the total load. Thus, the failure of a transformer
or a supply line will not seriously affect plant operation.

For this example, line breaker 52-6 and low-voltage bus-tie breaker 52-5 are both normally closed. When
breaker 52-6 is open for maintenance and there are no bypass switches installed, it may also be necessary to
open breaker 52-5 to avoid unwanted power flow from one utility supply line to the other through the con-
sumer transformers.

7.3.2 Transformer protection

Differential (87T), sudden-pressure (63), and high-side overcurrent (50/51) relays should be applied for
transformer fault protection. Operation of any of these relays will open the transformer circuit switcher and
low-side main breaker. It is recommended that these relays trip through separate lockout relays as discussed
under 7.2.3.

7.3.3 Transformer low-side bus and feeder protection

Figure 13 illustrates two common methods for bus protection. In actual practice, only one of these two
schemes would be used.

The low-side bus for Transformer 2 is protected with differential relays (87B2). This will provide selective
tripping, isolating the faulted bus from the system. Consumer load connected to the other bus will remain in
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Figure 13 -- Dual supply from a remote utility substation
(single-high-side breaker/dual-transformer configuration)
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Figure 13—Dual supply from a remote utility substation 
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service. Additional bus and feeder backup protection is provided by nondirectional phase and ground over-
current relays (51T2, 51NT2) located on the low side of the transformer. These will be set with a delayed trip
to allow sufficient time for the bus differential or feeder protection to operate.

A partial bus-differential overcurrent relay system is used for low-side bus protection on Transformer 1.
Unlike a full differential, there is no CT input from the feeder breakers. This makes the partial bus-differen-
tial relay responsive to feeder faults, so coordination with feeder overcurrent relays is required. CTs with
similar performance ratings are recommended. This system will provide bus fault protection as well as
backup protection for the feeder breakers. 

The partial bus-differential overcurrent relay may replace the low-side overcurrent relay, 51T. However, if
both the transformer low-side and partial bus-differential relays are applied, the transformer low-side relay
setting should be suitable for the total load with one transformer out of service and coordinate with the bus
overcurrent relay for a fault on the opposite bus with that transformer out of service.

Feeder phase and ground fault protection has been previously described in 7.1.3.

7.3.4 Protection of the supply line

Each of the supply lines will be protected with a separate set of relays (LR). It is necessary to parallel CTs
from transformer T1 and 52-6 for the relays protecting supply line A. Supply line B requires CT paralleling
from transformer T2 and 52-6. This will ensure that all current flowing on each supply line is properly mea-
sured. CTs should have similar performance characteristics when paralleled in this manner.

The specific type of line protection will vary depending on such factors as voltage level, consumer require-
ments, line configuration and length, and utility line protection standards. It is reasonable to expect a
primary system that will respond to all line faults with little, if any, time delay.

A secondary protection system may be employed on each line to provide backup tripping if the primary sys-
tem fails. Communication systems with the remote line breakers may be needed with one or both relay
systems.

A fault on supply line A will trip breakers 52-3 and 52-6. To avoid unnecessary power transfer through the
consumer transformers, breaker 52-6 should be closed first after the fault is cleared. This will connect the
two utility sources back together. Then breaker 52-3 can be reclosed, allowing transformer T1 to pick up the
load. Breaker 52-6 may only be allowed to close after the supply line is successfully energized. A synchro-
nism-check relay (25) could be used to ensure that 52-6 would only close when the two sources are in
synchronism and nearly in phase. 

The directional overcurrent relays (67) will provide backup protection for transformer and multiphase faults
on the supply line. These relays respond to faults only in the direction of the transformer and permit settings
below consumer feeder relays and the transformer�s full-load rating (see 7.4.4).

Reverse power relays (32) added to each transformer will alarm or trip in response to power flow toward the
utility. With breaker 52-6 open and 52-3 closed, neither the supply line relays nor the directional overcurrent
relays (67) will operate for transmission line-to-ground faults, because the transformer high-side windings
are connected delta. Reverse power relays (32) may be suitable for clearing ground faults if they can be set
fast enough to coordinate with the line reclosing and if they are sensitive enough to respond to the in-phase
component of transformer core losses. If this is not the case, then zero-sequence overvoltage relays should
be considered for the primary side of each transformer to detect permanent ground faults on the supply lines
when breaker 52-6 is open. See 7.4.4 and 7.5.4 for additional discussions of this relay system.
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7.4 Dual supply from a remote utility substation, dual-circuit-switcher, and trans-
former configuration

This configuration is illustrated on Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 -- Dual supply from a remote utility substation
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Figure 14—Dual supply from a remote utility substation
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7.4.1 General description

Many variations may exist with this basic arrangement. The supply line voltage may range from 34.5 kilo-
volts to 345 kilovolts, and the supply lines may be served from a single bus or be part of a network that
interconnects utility substations

Transformer capacity requirements will vary depending on consumer load requirements. If full-capacity
plant operation is critical at all times, each transformer should be able to carry the total load. In Figure 14,
the transformer connection is assumed to be delta on the high-voltage side and medium resistance-grounded
wye on the low-voltage side.

For this example, the low-side bus-tie breaker can be operated normally closed, assuming the utility supply
lines originate from the same substation. If the supply lines originate from separate sources, unequal trans-
former loading or undesirable power flow may occur and it may be necessary to operate the low-side bus-tie
breaker normally open. See 4.3 for additional comments concerning low-side bus-tie breaker operation.

7.4.2 Transformer protection

Transformer differential relays (87T) and sudden-pressure relay (63) provide primary protection for trans-
former faults. These relays trip both the circuit switcher and low-side breaker through separate lockout
relays (86). Time and instantaneous-overcurrent relays (50/51) provide backup protection. The latter relays
should also trip both the circuit switcher and the low-side breaker, preferably through a lockout relay (see
7.2.3).

With resistance-grounded systems, the ground fault current is often so low that a transformer differential
relay will not operate for a single-line-to-ground fault in its zone of protection. Each transformer is equipped
with a backup ground overcurrent relay (51GT) in the transformer neutral that responds to this reduced
ground fault current. This relay must coordinate with the bus and feeder relaying and will trip after a time
delay. Figure 14 illustrates two methods that may be used for high-speed detection of a ground fault in the
transformer or in the leads between the transformer and the main breaker. The main breaker of Transformer
1 is equipped with a low-set ground directional overcurrent relay (67N). This relay can be set very sensitive
and fast but will not function if the bus-tie breaker (52-5) is open. The second method, used on Transformer
T2, utilizes a ground differential relay (87GT2) that compares the neutral current of the transformer with the
residual current in the main breaker CT. The ground differential relay must be designed to refrain from
operation during heavy external three-phase faults with unequal saturation of the phase CTs. Relays 67N,
87GT, and 51GT trip the associated circuit switcher and the low-side breaker.

7.4.3 Transformer low-side bus and feeder protection

Bus-tie relays (51 and 51N) should be provided and set for the maximum load through the bus-tie breaker
with one transformer out of service. The bus-tie relays should coordinate with the relaying on the feeder cir-
cuits and the transformer directional overcurrent relays (67). The transformer low-side breakers may be
provided with phase time-overcurrent relays (51T) and ground time-overcurrent relays (51NT). These
should be set above the maximum load current of one transformer and should coordinate with the bus-tie and
feeder breaker relays with the opposite transformer out of service.

The transformer low-side and high-side phase-overcurrent relays (51T and 50/51) are somewhat redundant.
The 51T relay trips the low-side breaker, and coordinated settings between it and the 50/51 relay may be pre-
ferred to distinguish between internal faults and faults external to the transformer zone of protection. 

However, if the additional coordinating time step between 51T and 50/51 is not desired, then the 51T relay
may be omitted or can be set to operate at the same time as the 50/51 relays.
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The transformer high-side instantaneous relays (50) should not respond to faults on the low side of the trans-
former. Note that no instantaneous-overcurrent relays are permitted on the low-side breakers because time
delay is required to coordinate with a downstream fault protective device.

Each low-voltage bus is protected with a set of differential relays, and all breakers connected to the bus
require a set of CTs for the differential. As an alternative, the low-voltage buses may also be protected with
a partial bus-differential overcurrent relay scheme as discussed in 7.3.3. A ground overcurrent relay should
be included in the partial bus-differential scheme because the system is resistance grounded. The low-side
transformer relays (51T and 51NT), as well as the bus-tie breaker relays (51 and 51N), may be omitted if the
partial bus-differential relay is used.

Feeder phase protection is provided by nondirectional instantaneous and time-overcurrent relays (50/51N).
As discussed in 7.1.3, the instantaneous relays should not operate for faults that can be cleared by other
downstream protective devices. Their function is high-speed detection of close-in faults. The time-overcur-
rent relays should coordinate with the largest downstream protective device, and they should be set above
the maximum expected full load on the feeder.

Feeder ground protection is also provided by nondirectional instantaneous and time-overcurrent relays
(50/51N). On resistance grounded systems, it is often not possible to coordinate the feeder ground relay
with downstream fuses.

7.4.4 Protection of the supply line

The utility will normally provide instantaneous operation of the supply line beaker(s) for all line faults. This
protective relaying will normally reach into the consumer�s transformer but not through it. If the time-delayed
phase relays on the supply line can detect low-side faults, they should coordinate with the transformer and
low-side protective relays. Supply line ground relays will not operate for low-side faults because the trans-
former high-side winding is connected delta.

High-magnitude faults in the upper portions of the transformer high-side winding may be expected to trip
the line instantaneously. Normally, the transformer relays will also have sufficient time to operate, which
permits the isolation of the faulted transformer before the line is automatically reenergized.

Faults in the transformer, low-voltage leads, or on the transmission line should also be cleared from the load
bus as quickly as possible. If the low-voltage bus-tie breaker closed, each transformer low-side breaker should
have a set of directional overcurrent relays (67). These relays respond to faults in the direction of the trans-
former and supply line. The phase-directional relays should have a pickup setting of 25% to 50% of the
transformer rating and operate as fast as possible, but with enough time delay to coordinate with other relays
on the utility system. The consumer and utility should agree on the operating time. A moderately inverse-time
characteristic is suggested for this application. The directional relays should have a thermal or continuous cur-
rent rating equal to or greater than the maximum transformer load and the phase angle characteristic should
prevent tripping on reactive power flowing from the consumer toward the utility. If this is a problem, consid-
eration should be given to using relays with a 45° maximum torque angle instead of the usual 30° torque angle,
or increasing the relay pickup setting.

If it is desirable to clear line faults faster in order to reduce the duration of the voltage dip on the load bus
during phase faults, zone-one (instantaneous) distance relays (21) may be applied where the line length and
arrangement permit. A distance relay connected on the low side of the power transformer will include the
transformer in its protective zone; therefore, the impedance of the transformer and, depending on the type of
relay used, the transformer connection must be considered in evaluating the reach of the relay. However, if
the transformer size is relatively small or the line short, there may be little, if any, zone-one coverage of the
line. Greater high-voltage line coverage can be obtained by connecting the distance relay to high-side VTs,
so that impedance measurement is made from the transformer high-voltage terminals rather than from the
low-voltage bus. Relay current can be obtained from the low-voltage breaker so as to retain the transformer
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and leads in the relay zone and allow the relay to operate for some transformer faults. The relay impedance
measurement is made from the point of the voltage measurement, but direction is sensed from the point of
current measurement. If distance relays are applied to a delta-wye transformer, using high-side voltage and
low-side current, then a 30° phase shift must be introduced in either the voltage or current circuit to compen-
sate for the 30° phase shift through the transformer. A delta-connected CT circuit will accomplish this and
avoid the possible malfunction of some impedance relays for low-side system ground faults.

A very sensitive power directional relay, designed to operate on the transformer exciting current losses, may
be applied to deenergize the transformer and prevent back feed when the utility source is disconnected. This
may occur as a result of a ground fault on the utility line where there is no ground fault current contribution
from the consumer substation due to the high-side delta-connected transformer winding. Time delay should
be used with the sensitive power directional relays to avoid undesired tripping for reverse power flow during
faults on the utility system. Some high-efficiency transformers may not have enough core losses to operate a
directional power relay. In these cases, it will be necessary to reconnect or modify the relay so that it will trip
when the power is reduced to zero or a low level of incoming power.

For greater reliability and minimum disturbance, the two supply lines should not originate from the same
bus. As discussed in 7.4.1, it may be necessary to operate with the bus tie open for this condition. If the low-
voltage tie is closed with service from different utility substations, heavy utility loading can result a small
amount of power flow through the low-voltage bus (in one transformer and out the other) at times when the
consumer load is light. This may cause an operation of the power directional relay on the breaker that has
outgoing power. The amount of load required on the consumer substation bus to avoid this undesirable oper-
ation depends on the connections and load flow pattern of the utility lines. Other methods, such as ground
detection or transfer trip, may also be used to detect the loss of the supply line with the bus tie closed.

Permanent ground faults on the utility line may be detected by a zero-sequence overvoltage relay (59G) con-
nected in the broken-delta secondary of VTs on the high side of the power transformer as shown on
Figure 15. It can also be detected by zero-sequence overvoltage elements in a three-phase microprocessor
relay using VTs connected wye-wye. An alternative method is undervoltage and overvoltage relays (27, 59)
connected to a VT that is connected one phase to ground. The VT will be exposed to full line-to-line voltage
for some supply line ground faults. This should be considered when determining its primary voltage rating.
The relays should be set for a safe margin below (80%�85% for relay 27) and above (115%�120% for relay
59) the normal line-to-ground voltage. The time setting should be independent of the voltage setting and
should be just sufficient to coordinate with ground fault relaying at the utility source bus. 

59G

3 V0

A

B

C

Figure 15—Ground fault detection
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The requirement for a high-side voltage source adds to the cost unless it is also used for other purposes, such
as metering. Transformer bushing voltage devices are a relatively low-cost option, and it may be used with
bushings of 115 kV and above. CVTs may also be used. Resistance voltage devices may also be used but
should be rated for line-to-line voltage, or operated at reduced voltage to avoid flashover of the protective
gap at line-to-line voltage when one phase is grounded. If VTs are used, consideration should be given to the
possibility of ferroresonance when the line switch is open and the transformer energized from the low side.
A VT secondary resistance burden will usually solve this problem. The available voltage signal should be
matched to the requirements of the protective relays, whether voltage, distance, directional overcurrent, or
power directional. Auxiliary VTs may be required in some cases.

If the two supply lines originate at the same remote utility substation, a fault on either line, or other line con-
nected to the same utility substation bus, will result in depressed voltage at the consumer bus until that fault
is cleared from both the utility and consumer buses. The consumer substation relaying may not function until
after the first utility breaker has cleared. This is known as sequential clearing of the consumer's breaker. If
high-speed and simultaneous clearing of the utility and consumer terminals is required, direct transfer trip or
another pilot relaying scheme is necessary. Where direct transfer tripping is used, relays at the utility terminal
key a transfer trip transmitter to send a signal to the consumer that will trip the low-voltage main breaker (52-
3 or 52-4). It is usually desirable to supervise direct transfer tripping with a local fault-detector to minimize
the possibility of a false operation due to a spurious transfer-trip signal. As there may be no fault current flow
though the low-voltage bus until after the utility breaker has opened, instantaneous voltage relays are
required to obtain high-speed supervision of the transfer-trip signal.

Undervoltage transfer-trip supervision relays that are connected to measure line-to-line voltage on the high
side of the power transformer may be set low for improved security. A separate zero-sequence overvoltage
relay is required in this case to operate for high-side line-to-ground faults. As an alternative, three undervolt-
age relays connected to measure line-to-neutral voltage on the high side of the power transformer can be
used to detect both phase and ground faults. However, because a line-to-line fault collapses the line-to-neu-
tral voltage to only 50%, the dropout setting of these relays must be well above 50% of the normal voltage.

If there is no generation present at the consumer substation, increased security against false tripping may be
obtained by interlocking the line relaying of each breaker through a 52a switch of the opposite breaker.
Therefore, when one transformer is out of service, the second cannot be falsely tripped. If, however,
generation is present that requires tripping of a single-source transformer for a line fault, such an interlock
cannot be used.

If the consumer station process requirements are critical and high-speed relaying is required, it will be nec-
essary for the consumer to negotiate with the utility for the installation of pilot relaying (assuming that utility
system does not otherwise require pilot relaying of the supply line). However, it should be recognized that
the addition of complex equipment increases maintenance requirements and the possibility of malfunction.
The consumer should, therefore, review the plant process to determine if changes can be made, which will
increase the tolerance to disturbances on the high-voltage supply line.

7.5 Supply to a remote nonutility substation with generation

Figure 16 shows a simple example of this type of interconnection for a small generator.

7.5.1 General description

Consumer interconnections to utilities are made more complicated with the addition of consumer-owned
generation facilities. The choice of relays and their placement must be made to ensure adequate protection of
both the generator and the interface. The protection of small generators will be accomplished by a minimal
investment in relay protection. Large generators require a full complement of generator relays (see
IEEE Std C37.102TM-1995 [B3]). In addition, the location of larger generators on the utility system may not
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Figure 16 -- Supply to a remote non-utility substation
with generation.
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Figure 16—Supply to a remote non-utility substation with generation
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be optimized for large power flows or bidirectional flow and may require changes to the utility transmission
system.

Figure 16 is an example of a small generator connected to a consumer substation in a simple configuration.
The example shows the generator connected to a low-side bus in parallel with a consumer load, which is typ-
ical of a small unit. The low-side wye connection of the transformer provides a ground point to the customer
load even if the generator is disconnected. The disadvantage is in the fact that operation of remote utility
substation breakers may isolate this substation with part of the utility system that leaves the high-voltage
system ungrounded. Steps taken to ensure that this generator can be removed from high-side faults are dis-
cussed in 7.5.4.

Detecting ground faults is not a problem with large generators because they are usually installed with their
own wye-delta transformer, are separate from the consumer load, and are protected by high-voltage
breakers.

7.5.2 Transformer protection

The example in Figure 16 shows a transformer protected by differential (87T), sudden-pressure (63), high-
side overcurrent (50/51), and neutral ground (51G) relays. With a smaller transformer, the circuit switcher
and the differential relays could be replaced with high-side fuses and the overcurrent relays (50/51) moved
to the low side of the transformer.

7.5.3 Transformer low-side bus and feeder protection

The low-side bus can be incorporated in the protective zone of the transformer differential relays (87T). If
the generator has sufficient capacity to carry the plant load when separated from the utility system, the trans-
former differential zone can be limited to the transformer and a set of bus differential relays (87B) installed
as shown on Figure 16.

Backup protection for both the bus and the feeders will be provided by the transformer overcurrent relays
(50/51) and (51G). The settings on these back up relays must be coordinated with the overcurrent relays,
which protect the feeder (50/51) and (50N/51N).

7.5.4 Protection of the supply line

The basic protection of the supply line has been detailed in previous examples. For this example, the empha-
sis will be to ensure that the generator will be separated from a supply line fault. A simple solution to supply
line protection is to apply direct transfer trip from the utility substation. This can be a costly option that does
not reduce the need for relays at the local substation. When the consumer does not supply power to the util-
ity, a directional power relay (32) can be used that will operate for any power flow to the utility system. If
the utility buys power from the consumer, however, the reverse power relay cannot be used. In addition,
undervoltage relays (27), overvoltage relays (59), and over/underfrequency relays (81) are usually required
by the utility. These relays are necessary to prevent excessive frequency and voltage excursions in the event
the utility�s supply substation breakers open and isolates the consumer's generation with part of the utility�s
load.

Additional phase and ground fault relays may also be required depending on the size of the unit. For
instance, in the example shown on Figure 16, zero-sequence voltage relays are required to detect high-volt-
age ground faults because the transformer has a high-side delta connection. This protection is discussed in
7.3.4 and 7.4.4. It should be noted, however, that temporary ground faults on the utility line may not be
cleared by the zero-sequence overvoltage relays (59G). Assuming no other ground sources on the utility
line, a temporary ground fault on the supply will self extinguish once the remote utility breaker (52-1) opens
unless there is sufficient system capacitance to maintain the arc. This can occur before the 59G relay oper-
ates because it will normally have a time delay, in which case the consumer�s substation will not be
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separated from the supply line. If there is unchecked automatic reclosing at the utility terminal, there is a risk
of closing out-of-phase with the possibility of generator damage.

7.5.5 Synchronizing

In most cases, the consumer is responsible for the operation of any nonutility generation, including returning
the system to normal following a planned or inadvertent outage. Operating procedures for energizing the
system and synchronizing the nonutility generation must, however, be established jointly with the utility to
meet the requirements of both parties with respect to safety, reliability, and operating flexibility. These pro-
cedures should be used in conjunction with interlocks and check relays as required, to minimize possible
operator errors.

For the example shown on Figure 16, both Breakers 52-3 and 52-4 should be equipped with facilities to syn-
chronize the nonutility generator to the system. Dead-line and synchronism check relays should be used on
Breaker 52-1, and consideration should be given to electrical interlocks between Circuit Switcher 52-2 and
Breaker 52-3. This permits the following procedures:

a) Breakers 52-1, 52-3, and Circuit Switcher 52-2 should trip for any fault on the supply line.
b) Breaker 52-1 should be closed once it is confirmed that the line is deenergized.
c) Circuit Switcher 52-2 may be closed if Breaker 52-3 is open.
d) If the nonutility generator is in service and Bus 1 is energized, then Breaker 52-3 may be synchro-

nized and closed by the consumer.
e) If Bus 1 is deenergized and Breaker 52-4 is open, Breaker 52-3 may be closed. The consumer may

bring the generator on-line by synchronizing and closing Breaker 52-4.

A similar procedure would be used following a planned outage.
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